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Abstract

to conservative protestant communities in Northern and Western Eu

how their novels represent the negotiations of women and girls from 

sheds light on contemporary understandings of women in conserva
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of how conservative protestants are represented in contemporary popular 

We approach popular culture as a formative space within which concep

thus consider cultural productions not as merely conveying informative 



women and girls negotiating protestant faith and tradition? The notion of 
representation used here refers to the production and construction of mean

further situate this article in current interdisciplinary discussions of popular 

representation in relation to the place of conservative religious communities 

Representations of women’s lived religion

the particular traditions and societies in which they are located? The liter



ing the forms in which religious life is culturally mediated is crucial to an 
understanding of how religious realities are constructed and maintained 

as well as 
Such an assessment of the novels will reveal what the authors consider to 



gies of negotiating their faith and communities highlights how the novels 

in religious life and straying from the path may invigorate lived religion 

cultural representations of women’s negotiations with protestant faith and 

Conservative Protestantism in Finland and the Netherlands
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Novels and sense-making

the  
 

that Rauhala’s second novel Sinbearers 

Sin
bearers

copies <

; <

no English translations at the time of writing <



novel 

At the time of writing the author is travelling across the Netherlands to dis

narrating the parents taking their children to church and working on the 

 again 

and 



of the primary tasks of women and girls in this narrative is to make sense 

Making sense through creativity and imagination 

 



capacity of stories: a single dominant story of truth may thrive only when 

cal and moral are intertwined in this line of reasoning: the acceptance of 

Representing the female child with a love for stories and storytelling there
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not to ask what emotions are,



Making sense of women’s bodies and experiences  



 

takes up the theme 

another contested issue the novel presents concerns the norms of female 



. 

same time asking himself why the painted toenails should have anything 





 have 
no control unless they or their spouses are prepared to leave the faith com

Conclusion

important sources of women’s agentic struggle with and making sense of 



 
and 

audiences does not imply an uncritical interest in conservative protestant 

seen as reinforcing dominant understandings of conservative religion and 

 and 



that  and 
on the lives of women and girls in conservative protestant communities 
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